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ABSTRACT

Long duration exposure to an essentially zero-gravity environment is a phenomenon exclusive to the Space Station Freedom that cannot be duplicated on Earth. The Freedom Station will offer periods of time on orbit extending to weeks and months rather than hours or days, allowing for in-depth space-based research and analysis to a degree never before achieved. OSSA remains committed to exploiting the unique capabilities provided by the Space Station as well as other space-based facilities to study the nature of physical, chemical, and biological processes in a low-gravity environment and to apply these studies to advance science and applications in such fields as biomedical research, plant and animal physiology, exobiology, biotechnology, materials science, fluid physics, and combustion science. The OSSA focus is on progressive science investigations, many requiring hands-on scientist involvement using sophisticated experiment hardware. OSSA science utilization planning for the Freedom Station is firmly established. For this presentation, this planning is discussed in three general areas: OSSA goals and overall approach, the current and on-going program, and plans for space station utilization. In the first area, OSSA addresses its overall approach to space science research, its commitment to transition to Space Station Freedom, and its top-level strategy for the utilization of Freedom. The current and on-going program is next discussed, focusing on the various Spacelab series of missions which are providing the stepping-stones to Space Station Freedom. Selected science results from SLS-I and USML-I are cited which underline the value of properly outfitted laboratories in space in which crew-intensive experiment interactions are possible. The presentation is concluded with a discussion of top-level goals and strategies for utilizing the Freedom Station by OSSA’s Life Sciences Division and its Microgravity Science and Applications Division.
OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS GOALS

- TO ADVANCE SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE OF THE PLANET EARTH, THE SOLAR SYSTEM AND THE UNIVERSE
- TO USE THE UNIQUE VANTAGE POINT AND ENVIRONMENT OF SPACE TO STUDY THE UNIVERSE, TO UNDERSTAND THE FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE OUR PLANET'S ENVIRONMENT, AND TO SOLVE PRACTICAL PROBLEMS ON EARTH
- TO EXPAND THE HUMAN PRESENCE BEYOND THE EARTH INTO THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Evolving U.S. Space Science Capabilities

Beginning with Spacelab and other in-space facilities, we are moving aggressively, but sensibly, to develop the principal areas of space science and applications that will take advantage of unique freedom station opportunities. For microgravity science and life sciences research in pressurized laboratories.

OSSA Strategic Plan 1991
OSSA STRATEGY

- Plan utilization to support preparation for human exploration
- Emphasize pressurized volume utilization
  - Life Sciences
  - Microgravity Science and Applications
- Transition sensibly from SpaceLab to Space Station
- Ensure a range of utilization options
  - Facility-Class Payloads
  - Middeck and Drawer-Class Payloads
  - Small and Rapid Response Payloads
  - Attached (Observational) Payloads
- Solicit first-class science
  - Planned AOs and NBAs
  - International Collaborations
- Integrate the interests of the U.S. science community

THE CURRENT PROGRAM

OSSA is laying the foundation for Space Station Freedom with its SpaceLab series of missions

SLS - Spacelab Life Sciences missions dedicated to human, animal, plant, and cell research

USML - US Microgravity Laboratory missions dedicated to materials, fluids, and combustion research

IML - International Microgravity Laboratory missions which emphasize international cooperation in microgravity research
SOME RECENT SCIENCE RESULTS

SLS-1
- Rapid transition in muscle activity away from muscles that control walking and posture
- Shifts in muscle nutrient usage to more carbohydrates and less fat
- Impairment of blood pressure regulatory mechanisms
- Unexplained retention of 1-g lung characteristics in 0-g
- Unexpected increased blood flow to the kidneys

USML-1
- Several inorganic crystals appear to be largest and highest quality grown to date
- Over 700 crew manipulations of protein crystal samples increased quality and yield
- Many crystals were observed to begin growing only late in the flight
- Many unplanned/unexpected results were obtained

LIFE SCIENCES STRATEGY